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ABSTRACT

Sensory tricks are various manoeuvres that can ameliorate dystonia. Common characteristics are well known, but their variety is wide, sensory stimulation is not necessarily the critical feature, and their physiology is unknown. To enumerate the various forms of sensory tricks and describe their nature, research findings and theories that may elucidate their neurophysiologic mechanism, we reviewed the literature pertaining to sensory tricks, including variants like motor tricks, imaginary tricks, forcible tricks and reverse sensory tricks. On the basis of this information, we propose a new classification of sensory tricks to include its variants. We highlight neurophysiologic evidence suggesting that sensory tricks work by decreasing abnormal facilitation. We tie this with established dystonia pathogenesis and postulate that sensory tricks decrease abnormally increased facilitation to inhibition ratios in the dystonic brain. It appears worthwhile for patients to search for possible sensory tricks.

INTRODUCTION

Sensory tricks, the common English name for manoeuvres that temporarily improve dystonic posture, are a classic hallmark of primary dystonia and some cases of secondary dystonia. Also called ‘geste antagoniste’, from the description of the phenomenon in cervical dystonia by Henry Meige and Eugene Feindel in 1902, contrary to the terminology, the movement of a trick does not always need to be antagonistic or in the opposing direction of the dystonia. The term ‘antagonistic’ might be better thought of in terms of a trick reversing the dystonia. Patel et al recently introduced the term, ‘alleviating manoeuvre’.

We define ‘sensory trick’ as an episodic and specific manoeuvre that ameliorates dystonia in a manner that is not easily physiologically perceived as necessary to counteract the involuntary movement. Sensory input is not always necessary or sufficient. Motor tricks are defined as those sensory tricks involving voluntary movement as the apparent critical feature. The distinction between motor and sensory may be academic given the critical inter-relationship of motor and sensory function including sensory feedback from any movement. Originally, according to Meige and Feindel ‘the mere threat of the gesture suffices…before the patient has actually touched his face…’. One can question if the trick is the motor manoeuvre or the cognitive imagery of the performance of the manoeuvre. Indeed, imaginary tricks have been described, which are sensory tricks with mental imagery as the effective agent.

Atypical tricks include forcible tricks, which are manoeuvres similar to sensory tricks but necessitate the use of force, and are always antagonistic to the direction of the dystonia. These two characteristics differentiate forcible tricks from the other tricks previously described, leading one to question if they are indeed a sensory trick variant or simply the use of a force to antagonise the abnormal dystonic movement. We argue that forcible tricks result from force that is usually not as strong as necessary to actually counteract the dystonic contractions. Forcible tricks tend to provide longer relief and appear to be effective for more severe dystonia than classic sensory tricks. To add to the complexity of the topic are reverse sensory tricks, that is, sensory tricks that worsen dystonia, unlike all other tricks described previously, which ameliorate dystonia.

Being almost exclusive to dystonia, sensory tricks aid diagnosis. Though responses to sensory tricks have been described in exceptional cases of other movement disorders such as hemichorea-hemiballism, Parkinson tremor, and even psychogenic movement disorders, the recognition of typical features of sensory tricks is an important tool in dystonia diagnosis. Dystonic tremor may in some circumstances be differentiated from essential tremor by electromyography demonstration of cessation of tremor during sensory tricks for the former but not the latter. Wissel et al likewise reported a decrease in dystonic tremor amplitude in 10 of 13 patients with sensory tricks.

In this review article, to better understand the nature of sensory tricks and enumerate its various forms, we integrate literature related to sensory tricks from original experiments and expert opinions. Table 1 lists the variety of sensory tricks described in literature.

THE NATURE OF A SENSORY TRICK

Sensory tricks involve a stimulus with resultant change in dystonic muscle contraction. It is unclear what processing links these two events. Typical stimuli are light touches to a particular skin area that are noted to be sufficient even when the force applied is weak and ordinarily could not counteract dystonic contractions simply by overpowering them. Usually simple activities, some tricks can be complex and bizarre (table 1). They usually confer a temporary change in muscle activity and relief of dystonia, but there have been rare exceptions where the response is longer.

Sensory tricks vary from person to person and within the same individual. The multiple and heterogeneous features were misinterpreted as indicative of a psychogenic aetiology. Another important
The disease. Of nineteen patients with idiopathic lower cranial dystonia, Ochudlo et al noted that sensory tricks tend to appear early in the course of the disease. Of ninety percent of their patients reporting the majority could not describe how they discovered their sensory trick. Patients often cannot recall the actual onset of sensory trick discovery. Effectiveness

Most sensory tricks are readily demonstrable. Martino et al documented that more than 90% of their patients reporting sensory tricks were able to demonstrate it to examiners. Reported prevalence for sensory tricks is about 17–89%, with majority quoting 70–80%. Schramm et al studied 26 cervical dystonia patients, 73% of whom had an effective sensory trick. They found a trend among those with effective sensory tricks to have head rotation to the left, shorter disease duration and larger maximal head rotation angle compared to patients without an effective sensory trick. Sensory tricks were less effective when the starting position of the head was directed towards the dystonic direction and work better when the starting head position was neutral or overcorrected. Even their comparison group of seven cervical dystonia patients without perceived effective sensory tricks had a significant decrease in electromyogram dystonic activity simply by directing their head position opposite to the dystonic activity. They concluded that the effectiveness of sensory tricks is strongly dependent on the starting head rotation angle. Deuschl et al showed that among 100 cervical dystonia patients, only 24% had complete cessation of dystonic activity, 56% had some decrease in dystonic activity, and 26% had no decrease with a change in head positioning towards the dystonia. We argue that this act of redirecting the head turning may, in itself, be a property is topography. There appears to be a specific body area, a catchment area, unique to each individual upon which stimuli is applied or thought of as applied, that leads to the experience of sensory tricks (figure 1). This topographic area does not always include the nerve territory distribution with regards to the dystonia or other sensory tricks in the same person. Ochudlo et al called sensory tricks as a ‘self-developed’ but ‘subconsciously-acquired’ way of coping with dystonia and noted that sensory tricks tend to appear early in the course of the disease. Of nineteen patients with idiopathic lower cranial dystonia, ten patients discovered sensory tricks on their own and eight were discovered on initial clinical evaluation. Thus, patients may not be aware of a possible sensory trick. Among 50 patients with cervical dystonia and an effective sensory trick, the majority could not describe how they discovered their sensory trick. Patients often cannot recall the actual onset of sensory trick discovery.

### Table 1: List of sensory tricks according to type of dystonia

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dystonia</th>
<th>Sensory trick</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cervical dystonia</td>
<td>Touching specific parts of the face, cheek, chin, occipital region, temple, forehead, nose, mastoid, occipital region, back of neck. Raising the arm and holding the finger near the target region without touching the face, or prior to touching the face. Visual fixation at a specific target, focusing on stationary objects while walking, looking at oneself in the mirror. Forcible tricks with counterpressure to the cheek, temple, chin, back of head, mastoid, forehead. Resting the back of the head or neck, bending the trunk forward, resting the back or shoulder, yawning, wearing a collar/a scarf, leaning the elbows on the armrest.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meige syndrome</td>
<td>Sleeping/relaxing, talking, singing/humming, pulling on upper eyelid, pinching back of the neck, yawning, belching, sucking in or blowing out cheeks, drinking cold and/or alcoholic beverage.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower cranial dystonia, oromandibular dystonia</td>
<td>Toothpick in mouth, holding object clenched between the teeth, dental splint, touching lip, touching lower corner of face. ‘Mandibular sensory trick device’. Touching tongue to palate, biting lips, swallowing, pulling face up, bending neck forward. Cheewing gum, sucking. Kissing, whistling. Pen/cigarette/tongue depressor in mouth. Biting food/plastic between left upper and lower molars—dental prosthesis device 3 mm above molar. Smiling, singing, talking, thinking about talking. Biting piece of cotton or plastic. Dental splint. Playing with larger mouthpieces. 5 min ice massage of facial muscles.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laryngeal dystonia</td>
<td>Grimacing, laughing, loud background noise.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Writer’s cramp</td>
<td>5 min immersion in cold water. Shifting pen holding, holding pen between index finger and thumb vertically, writing with a closed fist. Use pens of different sizes and calibres, using chalk and blackboard or painting. Touching specific part of the contralateral normal hand to a specific part of the dystonic hand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Runner’s dystonia</td>
<td>Holding hands over head, run in a clockwise direction, mental imagery of running in a clockwise direction. Beach walking, applying pressure with hand at hip.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camptocormia</td>
<td>Low-slung backpack, using wheeled walker, pressing back against hallway.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DYT1 dystonia</td>
<td>Piano playing.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
sensory trick, or perhaps more aptly called a motor trick or forcible trick.

The duration of effect of sensory tricks upon introduction of the stimulus varies. Among 50 patients with cervical dystonia and effective sensory tricks, 29 (58%) had a sensory trick response that lasted for more than 1 min, while 42% had sensory trick responses that lasted from a few seconds to less than 1 min. Patients who had sensory tricks effective for more than 1 min tended to have shorter disease duration. Ochudlo et al described that most of their cervical dystonia patients with sensory tricks had effects lasting a few seconds, with only 2/33 patients having effects lasting from a few minutes to hours. There was no mention whether the trick stimulus had to be maintained to achieve the prolonged effect, but usually that is the case.

Sensory tricks tend to lose effectiveness over the course of the dystonia, even to the point of disappearing completely. In the Martino et al group of cervical dystonia and blepharospasm patients, 9.5% had sensory tricks that disappeared. Muller et al reported a similar number of 5/50 (10%) cervical dystonia patients losing sensory trick efficacy. The association they found between shorter disease duration and longer duration of effectiveness of sensory tricks, the authors theorised that the perceived loss of sensory trick effectiveness may, in fact, be progression of the dystonia. Others noted that sensory tricks tend to lose effectiveness with increased disease severity.

There is a trend towards an increased number of sensory tricks in patients with younger age of dystonia onset and increasing complexity of cervical dystonia. Age at the time of study, gender, disease duration and symptom severity had no significant effect on the presence of effective sensory tricks. Martino et al, however, did not show their data on disease duration and severity, and despite the trend, age of onset was found to be non-significant as well. They rated dystonia severity according to the Burke-Fahn-Marsden scale, and defined complexity as head deviation of more than 15° in at least two planes. Schramm et al used Toronto Western Spasmodic Torticollis Rating Scale (TWSTRS) to measure severity and complexity. Deuschl et al used the clinical rating scale of Tsui and Calne, and found that effective sensory tricks were not associated with dystonia severity or duration. They noted that sensory tricks appeared to be more effective in patients with rotatory torticollis (61 of 72 (85%)) compared to other forms of torticollis. Kagi et al showed that shorter disease duration and lesser disease severity by TWSTRS score was associated with more effective sensory tricks. Aging affects brain plasticity, with younger patients generally having more plastic brains. It is unknown if the increased plasticity leads to more sensory tricks as a compensatory mechanism or as the starting point of the disease.

Sensory trick effectiveness can be judged with different criteria: by change in the dystonic position, using various clinical scales of dystonia severity, decrease in dystonic electromyogram activity, or the patient’s subjective report of relief. With the goal of the patient’s well-being, the last criteria may be most important. There are no reports in the literature of previously known sensory tricks worsening dystonia, or converting to reverse sensory tricks.

**Heterogeneity**

An impressive variety of sensory tricks have been described in literature and clinical anecdotes (table 1). Among 50 patients with cervical dystonia and effective sensory tricks, 27 (54%) had more than one trick with a range of 2–5. Sensory tricks are often multisensory, challenging the notion of what is a necessary stimulus.

**Tactile and proprioceptive stimuli**

Physical stimulation by the patient himself is the most common trick, and usually the most effective, but it is not always necessary. Proprioception appears to be a stronger stimulus for eliciting sensory tricks than tactile stimuli in cervical dystonia. Muller et al’s review of cervical dystonia patients with effective sensory tricks also showed that 10/50 (20%) were able to maintain continuous efficacy of the sensory tricks as long as the body position eliciting the sensory tricks was maintained. This preference for the neutral or overcorrected position appears counterintuitive given that sensory tricks need to work when the dystonic posture is present, and not in the normal or overcorrected phase. Perhaps it is really the case that sensory tricks work best in the prevention mode, rather than correction mode. A tactile touch to the cheek was rendered more effective as a trick by moving the starting head position away from the dystonic direction. With the sensory trick touch performed by the investigator, instead of the patient, there was a lesser, but still significant, reduction in electromyogram activity. Replacing the touch of a finger with a plastic stick, mere imagining of the sensory trick, and performing the first part of the trick task by raising the arm but not physically touching the finger to the cheek appeared less, but still significantly, effective as measured by decreased dystonic activity in electromyogram.

Effective sensory tricks in blepharospasm are predominantly tactile, including eyelid pressure, rubbing, or covering the eye; some patients even benefit from adding a device to their

---

**Figure 1** Topographic non-dermatomal areas of successful tactile stimuli for relief of cervical dystonia. A patient with cervical dystonia demonstrated effective sensory trick of touching areas shaded with marker.
Movement disorders

sensory tricks, which is the physiological correlate of the reduction in dystonia. Deuschl et al showed complete cessation of dystonic electromyographic activity in the sternocleidomastoid, splenius and trapezius muscles with sensory tricks of touching the chin with the hand.10 Electromyographic changes with sensory tricks include a reduction of recruitment density and amplitude, and also a possible increase in tonic muscle activation in those muscles with phasic electromyography at rest.11 14 The increase in tonic activity was postulated to serve to counteract dystonic movements and to produce harmonisation of movement. Wissel et al showed that tactile sensory tricks, such as stroking the face with the hand, can have a temporal profile of three phases: (a) Movement phase I—from the initiation of the

Imaginary tricks
Some patients are able to induce a relief of dystonia by imagining the performance of their own sensory tricks,1 12 15 or other mental imagery, such as picturing normal head posture.43 49 50 Suzuki et al described a man with runner’s dystonia involving neck and trunk flexion brought about by running counterclockwise. Asking the patient to imagine running clockwise improved dystonia.83 Imaginary tricks show that sensory input is not necessary in all circumstances, which raises the question of what critical features of imagination are shared with sensory input that induce the motor response and relief of dystonia. Imagination of movement leads to very similar patterns of brain activation as movement itself.51 52

Dipping the hand in 15° centigrade water for 5 min improved dystonic symptoms among 7/10 (70%) patients with writer’s cramp.39 Increased speed of writing lasted for about 25 min. Warming induced worsening of symptoms for about 10 min in three patients. Kim et al used electromyography to demonstrate 1 min improvement of dystonia after a 5 min ice massage to affected muscles in a case of embouchure dystonia.37 Both papers suggested that cooling ameliorated dystonia similar to sensory tricks, which may be by way of decreasing muscle spindle or skin receptor activity.

Visual and auditory stimuli
Cervical dystonia improved for 90 s with visual sensory tricks, such as mirror viewing, staring at a specific object or visual fixation, only to recur again after 10 s from eye closure or eye movement.18 This reflects the temporarily transient and input-dependent characteristics of sensory tricks. A theory to explain this, supported by positron emission tomography studies, is that visual information affects cervical dystonia by providing a compensatory mechanism for faulty proprioception by enhancing pathways between the occipital and parietal lobes.18

Stojarovic et al described a patient with spasmodic adductor laryngeal dystonia relieved by loud background noise, such that the patient opted to turn the radio on when speaking to people.38 Fiberoptic laryngoscopy confirmed the change in dystonic laryngeal muscle activity with this trick. The authors theorised that auditory input provided feedback to induce the patient to speak more clearly, as in normal people producing louder vocalisations when placed in a noisy environment. Piano playing led to significant improvement of all dystonic muscles, evidenced by electromyogram, in a single patient withDYT1 dystonia.45 The degree of improvement decreased when the sound of the piano was turned off indicating that this was not a motor trick. The report did not, however, evaluate dystonic activity recorded with just listening to piano music, without playing, which would have been helpful in demonstrating an auditory sensory trick. There are also reports on auditory stimuli worsening dystonia that will be discussed below.

No gustatory or olfactory stimuli as sensory tricks eliciting dystonia improvement have been described in the literature.

Thermal stimuli
Dipping the hand in 15° centigrade water for 5 min improved dystonic symptoms among 7/10 (70%) patients with writer’s cramp.39 Increased speed of writing lasted for about 25 min. Warming induced worsening of symptoms for about 10 min in three patients. Kim et al used electromyography to demonstrate 1 min improvement of dystonia after a 5 min ice massage to affected muscles in a case of embouchure dystonia.37 Both papers suggested that cooling ameliorated dystonia similar to sensory tricks, which may be by way of decreasing muscle spindle or skin receptor activity.

Lightening induced worsening of symptoms for about 10 min in three patients. Kim et al used electromyography to demonstrate 1 min improvement of dystonia after a 5 min ice massage to affected muscles in a case of embouchure dystonia.37 Both papers suggested that cooling ameliorated dystonia similar to sensory tricks, which may be by way of decreasing muscle spindle or skin receptor activity.

Motor tricks and the atypical tricks: forcible tricks and reverse sensory tricks
Sensory tricks often involve voluntary movement input. The mere act of almost touching the finger to the cheek was sufficient to effect a decrease in electromyographic activity in dystonic muscles in 13/25 (52%) cervical dystonia patients with sensory tricks, while tactile contact using an examiner’s finger failed to effect any electromyogram change in 18 (72%).11 Schramm et al surmised that voluntary activation of antagonist muscles was important for sensory tricks in jaw-opening dystonia.33 Whether this is a motor trick or forcible trick, or simply an opposing manoeuvre against the dystonic contraction is difficult to ascertain. It may be possible to differentiate between these options by the degree of complexity and amount of force and direction of the movement.

Reverse sensory tricks are sensory trick-like stimuli that result in worsening of dystonia. A cohort of 47 cervical dystonia patients revealed a prevalence of 12.8% for reverse sensory tricks.34 These tricks produced increased electromyographic activity in the neck muscles corresponding to known cervical dystonia. One of the patients in the cohort was well described with a heterogenous set of reverse sensory tricks that worsened cervical dystonia, namely neck and back of the head tactile stimulation and eye closure.34 The nature of the described reverse sensory tricks appeared similar in various aspects to sensory tricks, such as topographic specificity and influence of posture, significantly affecting dystonic symptoms in a manner that is not easily explainable by physiology. The existence of reverse sensory tricks emphasises the unique individual nature of sensory tricks. Stimuli or acts that constitute sensory tricks in one patient may be reverse sensory tricks in another.

Tempel and Perlmutter demonstrated co-contraction of upper extremity flexors and extensors with the application of a vibration stimulus to a hand and lasting for the duration of the stimulus in 6/11 patients with focal dystonia.35 Similarly, Kaji et al induced dystonic movements in patients with writer’s cramp significantly more easily than they were able to elicit wrist and finger flexion in healthy volunteers by applying vibration to the palm or tendons of forearm muscles.41

Motor tricks can also be reverse. Walking, writing, running, heavy lifting or even a supine position, may also lead to worsening cervical dystonia in some patients.

NEUROPHYSIOLOGY
Exactly how sensory tricks work is unclear. Physiological investigations with different methods provide some clues.

Electromyography
Electromyography is useful in the study of sensory tricks for objective analysis. Sensory tricks result in decreased electromyographic activity in dystonic muscles, which is the physiological correlate of the reduction in dystonia. Deuschl et al showed complete cessation of dystonic electromyographic activity in the sternocleidomastoid, splenius and trapezius muscles with sensory tricks of touching the chin with the hand.10 Electromyographic changes with sensory tricks include a reduction of recruitment density and amplitude, and also a possible increase in tonic muscle activation in those muscles with phasic electromyography at rest.11 14 The increase in tonic activity was postulated to serve to counteract dystonic movements and to produce harmonisation of movement. Wissel et al showed that tactile sensory tricks, such as stroking the face with the hand, can have a temporal profile of three phases: (a) Movement phase I—from the initiation of the
trick to just prior to tactile contact; (b) Contact and posture phase—from start to end of tactile contact; and (c) Movement phase II—from the removal of tactile contact to the end of the trick movement. Their results revealed a reduction of electromyographic activity even in Movement phase I in 13/25 (52%) patients, and in Movement phase II in six (24%) patients. This study clearly demonstrated that tactile contact is not necessary for sensory tricks in all patients.

Schramm et al studied seven patients with jaw-opening dystonia and sensory(motor) tricks of placing a stick between cheek and teeth, biting down with a stick, and biting without a stick. They found that some sensory tricks failed to improve patient’s subjective report of dystonic condition, even though sensory tricks correlated with decreased activity on surface electromyography, as well as experimenter-rating scores of articulation.

As mentioned, Kaji et al demonstrated with electromyography that dystonia could be induced by vibration. Additionally, the induced movements were prevented with lidocaine injections into affected muscles, suggesting that spindle-afferent traffic provoked the dystonia. Thus, this phenomenon is an exaggeration of the tonic vibration reflex and would be one mechanism for a reverse sensory trick. Oppositely, as noted earlier, dampening of spindle-afferent traffic might be a mechanism for some sensory tricks.

**Blink reflex studies**

Gomez–Wong et al studied prepulse inhibition of the blink reflex in 17 patients with blepharospasm, eight (47%) of whom had effective sensory tricks, and in 11 healthy volunteers. Patients with sensory tricks had R2 inhibition similar to healthy volunteers, while patients without sensory tricks had significantly decreased R2 inhibition. That is, patients with sensory tricks had a normal prepulse inhibition. The authors theorised that sensory tricks act in a similar manner as a prepulse stimulus, leading to inhibition of dystonic overcontraction.

In another publication, Gomez–Wong et al described their findings in eight patients with blepharospasm, and effective sensory tricks of touching the facial region near the orbit, and in six healthy volunteers mimicking sensory tricks using single and paired stimuli blink reflex studies. The R2 response was higher at baseline in patients with blepharospasm compared to healthy volunteers. After sensory tricks were applied, the R2 was decreased in all subjects even though the blepharospasm patients had a smaller reduction compared to volunteers. There were no changes in the blink reflex excitability curve. The authors hypothesised that sensory tricks improve blepharospasm transiently by a decrease in the gain of trigeminofacial reflexes. That is, sensory tricks induce a decrease in the magnitude of the reflex response to exteroceptive stimuli.

**Transcranial magnetic stimulation**

Tesfahghebriel et al studied sensory tricks in five patients with cervical dystonia and in seven healthy volunteers using paired-pulse transcranial magnetic stimulation. They found that short intracortical inhibition in the hand was unaltered, while intracortical facilitation was significantly increased in cervical dystonia patients versus healthy volunteers, and that the use of sensory tricks decreased the abnormal intracortical facilitation in cervical dystonia patients. This observation parallels the results of the previously discussed blink reflex study by Gomez–Wong et al. That is, sensory tricks did not alter inhibition directly (demonstrated by the absence of changes in short intracortical inhibition or blink reflex recovery curves) but decreased abnormally enhanced facilitation (decreased intracortical facilitation and decreased R2 blink reflex). Similar observation using two different physiologic methods in different types of dystonia suggests a common mechanism of response (figure 2).

**Imaging studies**

A positron emission tomography and electromyogram study of seven cases of sensory trick-responsive cervical dystonia revealed that sensory tricks increased parietal and bilateral visual cortex activation, with concomitant deactivation of the contralateral supplementary motor area and primary sensorimotor cortices. The authors theorise that sensory tricks result in a perceptual change, as evidenced by the parietal cortex activation, which acts as an ‘arousal stimulus’ for correction to the normal non-dystonic state. They further highlighted the activation of the visual cortices bilaterally even though subjects had their eyes closed, suggesting that such activity might be necessary to the physiology of sensory tricks. In another study, a tapping task performed by patients with writer’s cramp demonstrated hypometabolism in the left M1 and S1, unilateral anterior cingulate, supplementary motor area and cerebellum. Thus, Naumann et al’s finding of hypometabolism in the supplementary motor area, an area shown to have facilitatory effects on the primary motor cortex, and to be hyperactive in dystonia, is congruent with aforementioned neurophysiologic data that sensory tricks decrease abnormal cortical facilitation.

**MECHANISTIC HYPOTHESIS**

That effectiveness of sensory tricks was associated with improved cross-modal tactile/visual temporal discrimination, but not with unimodal tasks, imply that the process is complex. The complexity of inputs that can be effective suggests that the influence is in the premotor structures, such as the supplementary motor area. Thus, imagination can be effective and dystonia can be diminished even before the hand reaches the chin.

Gomez–Wong et al, based on prepulse inhibition studies, theorised that an abnormal ‘gating mechanism’ in dystonia results in reflex pathologic circuits, which can be normalised by sensory tricks. There is good evidence for the existence of abnormal gating in dystonia, including somatosensory-evoked potential studies that showed abnormalities for the P22 and N30 in patients with writer’s cramp. The authors consider that sensory tricks provide another input to the dystonic brain to correct alterations in brain sensitivity to existing inputs. Kaji et al have theorised that dystonia is secondary to a sensory input–motor output mismatch between a frequently used motor subroutine and a fixed sensory afferent. Similarly, Abbruzzese...
and Berardelli proposed that sensory tricks act by an adjustment of abnormal link between sensory input and motor output.60

Physiological studies suggest that sensory tricks lead to a ‘normalisation’ of the dystonic brain specifically by decreasing the abnormal cortical facilitation.24 56 Dystonia pathogenesis likely involves decreased inhibition at multiple levels of the nervous system. The mechanism is likely to be a balancing of the ratio of inhibition to facilitation. That is, in dystonia, there is an increased facilitation to inhibition ratio. We hypothesise that sensory tricks decrease this ratio, thus ameliorating dystonia (figure 2).

Patients with dystonia have a loss of surround inhibition, decreasing selective control of movement, leading to overflow and perhaps to dystonic movements. If sensory tricks reduce the facilitation to inhibition ratio of the field surrounding the moving muscle, and, if the dystonic muscle is in this surround, the dystonia will be suppressed. For example, eyelids are in the surround cerebral territory for muscles involved in speaking, and speaking will often improve blepharospasm. More direct evidence would be needed to support this hypothesis.

SHOULD WE INDUCE A SENSORY TRICK?

Given the benefit of sensory tricks, and the key features of self-discovery, self-application and possible need for attention, it may be worth having patients systematically try to identify and elicit sensory tricks. Biofeedback, such as electromyography, might be used to identify sensory tricks and perhaps even to facilitate their development. Attention to a possible trick might enhance the response.

Citing sensory tricks as low-cost, risk-free alternative treatments with potentially dramatic efficacy, Frucht et al called to seek out sensory tricks in all patients with oromandibular dystonia.9 They may be especially important to explore in specific types of dystonia, such as jaw-opening dystonia, for which butotinum toxin is not very effective.53 Avoiding invasive and uncomfortable injections, especially in delicate areas such as eyelids, might make patients more willing to explore sensory tricks.

The transitory nature of benefit from sensory tricks is a problem. Careful analysis of sensory tricks may lead to the fabrication of effective mimicry devices, that allow for more practical usage for the treatment of specific dystonias, as in dental implants in oromandibular dystonia,16 55 or use of googles in blepharospasm.17 20 22 Lo et al fabricated dental splints in eight patients with idiopathic lower cranial dystonia, with each device specific for each patient’s known sensory tricks. Six out of eight had immediate improvement of dystonic symptoms, but only three patients enjoyed a response sustained for longer than a few weeks.29

We also need to look more deeply into the negative aspects of sensory tricks. Their transitory nature may result in frustration among patients, who suspect that normal function lies beneath the dystonia.8 Inconsistency of results is a further concern, such as in a patient with blepharospasm with sensory tricks that fail while driving.

If possible, might deliberately inducing sensory tricks be valuable or worsen dystonia? Repetitive use of muscles likely leads to dystonia.6 Several studies have not found any association between sensory tricks and disease duration or severity,10 57 arguing against the relation of sensory tricks to disease progression.

CONCLUSION

Sensory tricks are a fascinating feature of the mysterious motor disturbances in dystonia.

This review points out variants, such as motor tricks, imaginary tricks, forcible tricks and reverse sensory tricks. Our research points towards recommending to patients to search for them. More studies are needed to elucidate the physiology of sensory tricks, but a modulation of premotor sensorimotor integration, normalising the facilitation to inhibition ratio may be relevant.
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